The alteration of mitotic events by ionophore A23187 and carbonyl cyanide n-chlorophenylhydrazone.
A large quantity of published work indicates that calcium ions may be involved in the regulation of mitotic events and recent reports suggest that the onset of chromosome movement is dependent upon a transient increase in free cytosolic calcium ions. In this paper we examine the effects of two agents known to perturb intracellular calcium pools on mitosis in HeLa cells. These were the calcium-selective ionophore A23187 and carbonyl cyanide n-chlorophenylhydrazone (CCCP), which is a protonophoric inhibitor of oxidative phosphorylation. Owing to a stimulation of glycolysis, the latter agent does not decrease intracellular ATP in HeLa but does cause mitochondria to release calcium ions. Our data show that, at low concentrations, both agents prolong metaphase but differ in their effects on anaphase and cytokinesis. Studies with chlorotetracycline, a commonly used probe for membrane-associated calcium, verify that these agents do affect calcium pools under the conditions of our experiments. The data presented are consistent with the idea that increased cytosolic calcium levels can directly or indirectly affect mitotic events but, contrary to other suggestions, cause a prolongation of metaphase, i.e. they delay the onset of chromosome movement.